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We investigate the photoproduction of Λ(1405, 1/2−) ≡ Λ∗ off the proton target using the effective
Lagrangian in the Born approximation. We observed that, depending on the choice of the K∗NΛ∗
coupling strength, the total cross section becomes 0.1 . σΛ∗ . 0.2µb near the threshold and starts
to decrease beyond Eγ ≈ 1.6 GeV, and the angular dependence shows a mild enhancement in the
forward direction. It turns out that the energy dependence of the total cross section is similar to
that shown in the recent LEPS experiment. This suggests that the production mechanism of the
Λ∗ is dominated by the s-channel contribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Λ(1405, 1/2−) ≡ Λ∗, an excited state of the Λ(1116, 1/2+) with negative parity, has been studied for decades
(See Ref. [1] for the review until 1998). Its production has been mainly conducted in proton-proton scattering
and meson-proton scattering. Recently, however, the LEPS collaboration has carried out the measurement of the
Λ∗ produced in the γp → K+Λ∗ reaction [2, 3]. While for the ground state Λ(1116, 1/2+) and for the d-wave
Λ(1520, 3/2−) photoproductions, there are many experimental data [4, 5] as well as theoretical investigations [6–10],
there has been only a few theoretical works on the Λ∗ photoproduction to date [11–13] and related experiments mainly
performed by the LEPS collaboration at SPring-8 [2, 3].
Nevertheless, there are several interesting theoretical works. For example, Ref. [11] estimated the differential
cross section for the γp → K+Λ∗ reaction, considering the crossing symmetry and duality, whereas Refs. [12, 13]
concentrated on the Λ∗ invariant mass spectrum via the γp → K+piΣ scattering process using the s-wave chiral
dynamics, also known as the chiral unitary model (χUM), in which the Λ∗ is assumed to be the molecular-type K¯N
state rather than a three-quark color-singlet (uds) one such as usual baryons. In the recent LEPS experiment [2],
interestingly, it turned out that the Λ∗/Σ(1385) production ratio is very different between the low (1.5 . Eγ . 2.0
GeV) and high (2.0 . Eγ . 2.4 GeV) energy regions. It implies that the total cross section for the Λ∗ increases near
the threshold, and then starts to decrease as the photon energy is increased. It was suggested that this interesting
tendency may be caused by either the different production mechanisms from that for the Σ(1385) or the novel internal
structure of the Λ∗.
In the present work, we aim at investigating the γp → K+Λ∗ reaction, using the effective Lagrangian in the Born
approximation. We make use of theoretical and experimental information to determine relevant parameters such as
the coupling strengths and cutoff masses for the phenomenological form factors, which are treated in a gauge-invariant
manner. By changing the cutoff mass for the phenomenological form factor for the γΛ∗Λ∗ vertex, the size effect, which
may encode the internal structure of the Λ∗, is examined.
We observe that, depending on the choice of the K∗NΛ∗ coupling strength, the total cross section becomes 0.1 .
σΛ∗ . 0.2µb near the threshold and starts to decrease slowly beyond Eγ ≈ 1.6 GeV, and the angular dependence
shows a mild enhancement in the forward direction. It is also found that the size effect of the Λ∗ is seen mainly due
to the u-channel near the threshold but very small. Comparing these results to the experimental data [2], the overall
energy dependence of the σΛ∗ is very similar. This indicates that the production mechanism of the Λ
∗ is dominated
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FIG. 1: Fyenman diagrams for the Λ∗ photoproduction from the proton target, γp → K+Λ(1405), in the pseudoscalar (PS)
meson-baryon coupling scheme.
by the s-channel contribution rather than the t-channel one. The photon-beam asymmetry shows a strong electric
photon-hadron coupling contribution due to the t-channel.
We organize the present work as follows: In Section II, we briefly explain the general formalism relevant for studying
the γp → K+Λ∗ scattering process. In Section III, the numerical results are given with discussions. Theoretical
ambiguities are briefly explained in Section IV. The final Section is devoted to summarize the present work and to
draw conclusions.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM
We start with the general formalism for the Λ(1405, 1/2−) ≡ Λ∗ photoproduction. In Fig. 1, we depict the relevant
Feynman diagrams. The four momenta for the involved particles are defined in the figure. To compute the diagrams,
we employ the following effective Lagrangian in the pseudoscalar (PS) meson-baryon coupling scheme:
LγKK = ieK
[
(∂µK†)K − (∂µK)K†]Aµ + h.c.,
LγNN = −N¯
[
eN/A+
κN
2MN
σµνF
µν
]
N + h.c.,
LγΛ∗Λ∗ = − κΛ
∗
2MΛ∗
Λ¯∗σµνFµνΛ∗ + h.c.,
LKNΛ∗ = igKNΛ∗Λ¯∗K†N + h.c.,
LγKK∗ = gγKK∗µνσρ(∂µAν)(∂σK†)K∗ρ + h.c.,
LK∗NΛ∗ = gK∗NΛ∗Λ¯∗γµγ5K∗†µ N + h.c., (1)
where K, Aµ, N , Λ
∗, and K∗ represent the pseudoscalar kaon, photon, nucleon, Λ∗, and vector kaon fields, respec-
tively. The eh, κh, and Mh denote the electric charge, the anomalous magnetic moment, and the mass, respectively,
corresponding to the hadron h. As for the K∗-exchange contribution, we neglect the tensor coupling of the K∗NΛ∗
vertex, assuming its strength to be small.
Above the threshold energy Eγ ' 1900 MeV, there are eight nucleon resonances (N∗), as reported in Ref. [14],
up to
√
s ' 2200 MeV: P13(1900), F17(1990), F15(2000), D13(2080), S11(2090), P11(2100), G17(2190), D15(2200).
Except for the G17, their confirmations are still poor (below two stars). Moreover, we have little knowledge about
the N∗ → KΛ∗ decay process in comparison to other hyperons. Hence, we exclude these resonance contributions not
to increase theoretical ambiguities for the moment.
We now discuss how to determine the coupling strength of the gKNΛ∗ briefly. Although the Λ
∗ does not decay
into K¯N in free space, the value of the gKNΛ∗ was estimated within the potential model and chiral unitary model
(χUM) [12, 15, 16]. In the χUM, it was argued that the Λ∗ may consist of two individual poles [12, 16]. The pole
positions are 1398− 74i MeV (lower one) and 1429− 14i (higher one) in the dimensional regularization scheme [15].
The coupling strengths to these poles were obtained from the residue of the amplitude, resulting in gKNΛ∗ = 1.43
3for the lower pole and gKNΛ∗ = 2.52 for the higher one in the dimensional regularization
1. When the dipole- and
monopole-type form factors are applied to the regularization of the loop integral, one has gKNΛ∗ = 2.00 and 3.64,
whereas 2.65 and 3.39, respectively [15]. Considering that the higher pole couples strongly to the K¯N state, we take
the average of those values of gKNΛ∗ , resulting in 3.18. This value is not much different from 1.5 ∼ 3.0, given in
Ref. [11]. The anomalous magnetic moment κΛ∗ for the Λ
∗ amounts to 0.44 in the SU(3) quark model [11]. From
the χUM, it was also estimated to be 0.24 ∼ 0.45 [17]. Therefore, without loss of generality, we use κΛ∗ ≈ 0.4 for
numerical calculations. The value of gK∗NΛ∗ is chosen to be a free parameter, assuming that |gK∗NΛ∗ |≤gKNΛ∗ . The
gγKK∗ can be computed from experiments and reads 0.388 GeV
−1 for the neutral decay and 0.254 GeV−1 for the
charged decay [14].
Having performed a straightforward calculation by using the effective Lagrangian given in Eq. (1), we obtain the
invariant amplitudes for each diagram within the PS-coupling scheme as follows:
iMs = −gKNΛ∗ u¯(p2)
[
eN
/k1 + /p1 +MN
s−M2N
+
eQκN
2MN
(/p1 + /k1 +MN )
s−M2N
/k1
]
/u(p1)× FγNNFKNΛ∗ ,
iMu = eQκΛ
∗gKNΛ∗
2MΛ∗
u¯(p2)//k1
(/p2 − /k1 +MΛ∗)
u−M2Λ∗
u(p1)× FKNΛ∗FγΛ∗Λ∗ ,
iMKt = 2eKgKNΛ∗ u¯(p2)
(k2 · )
t−m2K
u(p1)× FKNΛ∗FγKK ,
iMK∗t = igγKK∗gK∗NΛ∗ u¯(p2)γ5
µνσρk
µ
1 
νkσ2 γ
ρ
t−M2K∗
u(p1)× FK∗NΛ∗FγKK∗ , (2)
where the Mandelstam variables are s = (k1 + p1)
2, u = (p2 − k1)2, and t = (k1 − k2)2, while µ the polarization
vector for the incident photon. The form factors for the electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic vertices are given as:
FγΦΦ(BB) =
Λ2EM
Λ2EM + |kγ |2
, FΦBB =
Λ2h −M2Φ
Λ2h + |kΦ|2
, (3)
where the subscripts Φ and B stand for the mesonic and baryonic particles involved, while M and k are the on-
shell mass and the three momentum for the relevant particles. The ΛEM and Λh are the cutoff masses for the EM
and hadronic form factors, respectively. In principle, the cutoff mass corresponds to the inverse size of a hadron
approximately. In order to preserve the gauge invariance, since the u- and K∗-exchange channels are gauge-invariant
by themselves, it is enough to take FγKK = FγNN , similar sizes being assumed for the proton (〈r2〉1/2p ≈ 0.82 fm) and
kaon (〈r2〉1/2K+ ≈ 0.67 fm), approximately. Moreover, we also set FK∗NΛ∗ = FKNΛ∗ and FγK∗K = FγKK for simplicity.
Assuming that the Λ∗ can be regarded as a molecular-type K¯N bound state rather than a uds color-singlet state,
one can infer that its size may be large in comparison to usual baryons such as the nucleon. In fact, we know from
the phenomenological and chiral potential model calculations that the absolute value of the EM charge radius of Λ∗,
|〈r2〉1/2Λ∗ | was estimated as 1.36 fm [18] and 1.8 fm [19], respectively, and its value was estimated to be 1.48 fm [20] in
the χUM. These values are about two times larger than those of the typical baryons such as the proton ∼ 0.86 fm.
Therefore, one may expect that the cutoff mass for the form factor for the γΛ∗Λ∗ can be smaller than usual baryons,
corresponding to its larger spatial size. Thus, we choose the cutoff mass for the EM form factor to be 650 MeV for
the all vertices as done for the Λ(1520) photoproduction [9], except for the γΛ∗Λ∗ vertex in the u-channel, for which
we employ ΛEM ≈ 300 MeV, based on previous studies in various models. Although the cutoff mass for the hadronic
form factors remain undetermined, we take it as the same as that for the EM ones for brevity, Λh ≈ 650 MeV. We
note that choosing a different cutoff mass only for the FγΛ∗Λ∗ in the u-channel does not break the gauge invariance,
since the u-channel amplitude is gauge-invariant by itself, as it contains only the magnetic coupling. All relevant
parameters used in the present work are listed in Table I.
gKNΛ∗ gK∗NΛ∗ κΛ∗ Λh ΛEM
3.18 ±3.18, 0 0.4 650 MeV 650(300) MeV
TABLE I: Relevant coupling strengths and anomalous magnetic moment, and cutoff masses for the Λ∗ photoproduction. The
ΛEM = 300 MeV is only for the electromagnetic form factor FγΛ∗Λ∗ .
1 Here we take the absolute value of the gKNΛ∗ computed in the χUM, since it is a complex number in general at the pole.
4III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now provide the numerical results of the total and differential cross sections, and the photon-beam asymmetry.
First, we show those for the total cross section as a function of the photon energy Eγ in the left panel of Fig. 2. We
consider three different values of the gK∗NΛ∗ (0 and ±3.18). The results indicate that the total cross section increases
rapidly near the threshold, and then it starts to fall off slowly as the photon energy increases. We note that the
s-channel contribution plays a main role in producing the present energy dependence, whereas other contributions
start to be effective beyond about Eγ = 1.7 GeV. The K
∗-exchange contribution interferes constructively (+3.18)
and destructively (3.18) with other contributions, as depicted in Fig 2. The maximum value of the magnitude of the
total cross section turns out to be 0.1 . σΛ∗ . 0.2µb near the threshold depending on the value of gK∗NΛ∗ . We
note that, however, this tendency is rather different from that of the ground state Λ(1116) photoproduction from
the γp → K+Λ(1116) reaction, in which the t-channel contribution is dominant to produce the appropriate energy
dependence [7, 10]. In this sense, the t-channel dominance was argued that it also holds for the Λ∗ photoproduction
in Ref. [13] for instance. We note that, however, these different aspects are strongly dependent on the choice of the
form factor schemes as will be discussed in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 2: In the left panel, the total cross section for the Λ∗ photoproduction σΛ∗ for the different coupling strengths of the
gK∗NΛ∗ ≤ |gKNΛ∗ | are drawn as a function of the photon energy Eγ . Here, we use the ΛEM = 300 MeV for the FγΛ∗Λ∗ . In the
right panel, the total cross section σΛ∗ is represented as a function of both the cutoff mass ΛEM for the FγΛ∗Λ∗ and the photon
energy Eγ .
We are now in a position to discuss the size effect of the Λ∗. As mentioned in Sec. II, we examine this effect by
introducing a phenomenological electromagnetic form factor FγΛ∗Λ∗ , varying the cutoff mass ΛEM that reflects the
size of the hyperon. In the right panel of Fig. 2 we draw the total cross section for gK∗Λ∗Λ∗ = 0 as a function of the
photon energy as well as of the cutoff mass ΛEM for the FγΛ∗Λ∗ . We observe that as the size of the Λ
∗ decreases (ΛEM
increases), the magnitude of the total cross section becomes larger around Eγ ≈ 1.6 GeV due to the enhancement
of the u-channel contribution. For instance, we can see from this figure that the maximum value of the total cross
section is about 0.12µb for the ΛEM = 650 MeV, whereas about 0.13µb for the ΛEM = 300 MeV. Although we observe
that the change in the total cross section depends on the size of the Λ∗, it is still small in comparison to theoretical
ambiguities such as the gK∗Λ∗Λ∗ .
In a recent experiment for the γp → K+Λ∗ scattering process by the LEPS collaboration at SPring-8, it was
shown that there is a large difference in the Λ∗/Σ(1385) production ratio between the low (1.5 . Eγ . 2.0 GeV)
and high energy (2.0 . Eγ . 2.4 GeV) regions [2]. This tendency may indicate that the energy dependence of the
σΛ∗ is qualitatively similar to our results as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. Niyama et al. [2] also suggest that
this interesting tendency may be caused by either the novel internal structure of the Λ∗ or the different production
mechanisms. From the present theoretical estimates, the s-channel dominance, being different from the usual t-channel
one shown in the ground state Λ(1116) photoproduction, must be responsible for this large difference in the ratio,
whereas the size effect that encodes the novel internal structure of the Λ∗ makes only small contribution.
In Fig. 3, we present the differential cross section as a function of cos θcm in which the θcm denotes the angle between
the incident photon and the outgoing kaon in the center of mass (cm) system. We also test the three different cases
for the gK∗NΛ∗ = 0 (left), 3.18 (middle) and −3.18 (right), varying the photon energy Eγ from 1.45 GeV to 2.35
GeV. When the K∗-exchange contribution is excluded as shown in the left panel of the figure, the angular dependence
shows the bump structure around cos θcm ≈ 0.75, and it becomes noticeable as the photon energy increases. The main
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FIG. 3: Differential cross section dσΛ∗/d cos θcm as a function of cos θcm. We also consider three different coupling strengths,
gK∗NΛ∗ = 0 (left), 3.18 (middle) and −3.18 (right), varying the photon energy Eγ .
contributions to this bump are those of the s-channel and the t-channel, which enhance the differential cross section
with the bump in the forward region. Note that the u-channel contribution turns out to be negligible.
For a finite gK∗NΛ∗ as in the middle (gK∗NΛ∗ = 3.18) and right (gK∗NΛ∗ = −3.18) panels, the angular dependence
of the differential cross section is changed obviously, since the K∗-exchange contributes mildly to the backward
region. Due to the distinctive interference pattern between the K∗-exchange contribution and others, especially to
the t-channel, the bump in the forward region gets diminished (gK∗NΛ∗ = 3.18) or enhanced (gK∗NΛ∗ = −3.18) in
comparison to the case without the K∗-exchange. If we take a larger (smaller) value for the ΛEM to test the size effect
of the Λ∗, it turns out that only the magnitude of the curves become slightly smaller (larger), whereas the angular
dependence remains almost the same, as expected from the results shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.
In Ref. [11], the differential cross section was computed for the gKNΛ∗ = 1.5 and 3.0 with the nucleon-resonance
contributions from N∗(1650) and N∗(1710). It showed a small forward-scattering enhancement, being similar to ours
qualitatively, but the order of magnitude of the differential cross section in their work is about three or four times
larger than ours when gKNΛ∗ = 3.0. From the experimental data [2], the differential cross section was estimated to be
about 0.4µb for 1.5 . Eγ . 2.0 GeV and 0.8 . cos θcm . 1.0. This value is about four and two times larger than ours
and that of Ref. [12], respectively, but very similar to that of Ref. [11], although all of them are in a similar order.
Now we define the photon-beam asymmetry, which is an important physical observable in the photoproduction, as
follows:
ΣΛ∗ =
dσΛ∗⊥ − dσΛ∗‖
dσΛ∗⊥ + dσΛ∗‖
, (4)
where the subscript ⊥ (‖) indicates that the incident photon is polarized transversely (longitudinally) to the reaction
plane. We note that by definition the ΣΛ∗ becomes positive for the magnetic photon-hadron coupling contribution,
whereas the negative for the electric one. We observe that the u-channel and K∗- exchange contributions give finite
positive values for the ΣΛ∗ . On the contrary, it becomes −1 for the K-exchange, and negligible for the s-channel
contribution.
In Fig. 4, we show the numerical results for the ΣΛ∗ as a function of cos θcm varying the strength of the gK∗NΛ∗ =
0, 3.18, −3.18. We also alter the photon energy, Eγ = 1.45 GeV ∼ 2.35 GeV. In Fig. 4, we observe that the ΣΛ∗
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FIG. 4: Photon-beam asymmetry as a function of cos θcm. We also consider the three different coupling strengths, i.e. gK∗NΛ∗ =
0 (left), 3.18 (middle) and −3.18 (right) varying the photon energy Eγ .
6becomes negative for all the cases due to the strong contribution of the electric coupling from the K-exchange. In
the left panel of Fig. 4, we draw the results with gK∗NΛ∗ = 0. The ΣΛ∗ becomes tilted negatively in the forward
region (0.5 . cos θcm) because of the destructive interference between the u-channel and K-exchange contributions.
Even though we include the magnetic-coupling contributions such as the K∗-exchange, the qualitative shapes of
the curves for the beam asymmetry remain almost unchanged as shown in the middle (gK∗NΛ∗ = 3.18) and right
(gK∗NΛ∗ = −3.18) panels. It indicates that only small interferences with the K∗-exchange contribution appear. The
photon-energy dependence of the ΣΛ∗ shows the mild enhancement of the bump around 0.5 . cos θcm . 1.0, because
of the u-channel contribution. We also verified that the size effect from the Λ∗ is hard to be seen in the photon-beam
asymmetry.
IV. DISCUSSIONS ON THEORETICAL AMBIGUITIES
In this Section, we want to discuss theoretical ambiguities, which may make significant effects on the present results
given in Sec. III. We can consider the three theoretical ambiguities that are most critical in the present work:
• The coupling strengths of the gKNΛ∗ and the gK∗NΛ∗ ,
• The form factor scheme,
• The resonance contributions.
As explained in Sec. III, we have used the gKNΛ∗ = 3.18, which is derived by averaging the possible values of the
gKNΛ∗ computed from the χUM with different regularization schemes, considering only the higher pole for the Λ
∗
which couples to the K¯N state strongly in comparison to the lower one. If we take the lower pole additionally, the
coupling strength becomes smaller, gKNΛ∗ = 2.6. With this value, the maximum value of the total cross section
gets lowered by about 30 ∼ 40%. The phenomenological estimations [11], gKNΛ∗ = 1.5 ∼ 3.0 can also give larger
uncertainties but does not change the results much qualitatively, in particular, the energy dependence.
As for the gK∗NΛ∗ , the overall shapes of the total cross sections and the photon-beam asymmetry do not depend
much on it within our present choice of the parameter range. On the contrary, the differential cross section (angu-
lar dependence) is affected by different values of the gK∗NΛ∗ due to the complicated interference pattern between
the K∗-exchange contribution and others. The other Λ hyperons being considered, the theoretical estimations of
the ratio |gK∗NΛ(1520)/gKNΛ(1520)| is very small ∼ 0.1 [22]. On the other hand, the Nijmegen potential suggests
|gK∗NΛ(1116)/gKNΛ(1116)| ≈ 5 [23]. Thus, it is rather difficult to choose a reasonable value for gKNΛ∗ from the phe-
nomenological point of view. We also note that from the pure duality consideration as in Ref. [11], the K∗-exchange
contribution can be ignored. If this is the case, we can assume that the gK∗NΛ∗ is not large.
We can also choose the different schemes for the form factors as in Refs. [24–26]:
F (x) =
Λ4
Λ4 + (x−m2x)2
, (5)
where x and mx stand for the Mandelstem variable and the intermediate hadron with the off-shell momentum squared
q2 = x, respectively. The Λ is the four-dimensional cutoff mass. The detailed explanation for its usage can be found
in Refs. [10, 27]. This form factor preserves the Ward-Takahashi identity, and one of its typical features lies in the
fact that it suppresses the s- and u-channel contributions, leading to the t-channel dominance, when it is applied to
the spin-1/2 baryon photoproduction [10, 27]. In this case, the contributions from the s- and u-channels become small
or negligible. Consequently, the angular dependence computed in this scheme usually shows a strong enhancement in
the forward direction due to the t-channel. Especially, the t-channel contribution has been argued as the dominant
one to reproduce the experimental data of the ground state Λ(1116) photoproduction [7, 10, 28].
We draw the energy dependence in the left panel of Fig. 5 for the Λ∗ photoproduction using the form factor given in
Eq. (5) with the cutoff mass Λ = 700 MeV. As shown in Fig. 5, the total cross section increases slowly, starting from
the threshold, and then becomes almost saturated in the vicinity of Eγ ≈ 2.2 GeV. This tendency is very different
from that shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 for which the form factors of Eq. (3) are used. We also have verified that
the K∗-exchange brings out only a small deviation from the curve given in Fig. 5.
We now look carefully into these form factor schemes. In the right panel of Fig. 5 we depict the various form factors
as a function of the photon energy which are applied to the invariant amplitudes in a gauge-invariant manner for the
Λ∗ photoproduction as follows:
iMEq. (3)total = FγBB(MM)FMBB
[
i
(MEs +MMs ) + iMt + iMMu ] ,
iMEq. (5)total =
[
i
(
FcMEs + FsMMs
)
+ iFcMt + iFuMMu
]
, (6)
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FIG. 5: In the left panel, we draw the total cross section as a function of the photon energy Eγ with the four dimensional
gauge-invariant form factor given in Eq. (5). In the right panel, we depict the form factors given in Eqs. (3) and (5) as a
function of the photon energy Eγ , respectively.
where we ignore the K∗-exchange contribution for simplicity. The MEs means the electric part of the s-channel
amplitude, whereas MMs that of the magnetic one. Following Refs. [24–26], we can define the Fc as Fs + Ft − FsFt
so that it may satisfy the on-shell condition, F (0) = 1. From Fig. 5, we see that the Fc is almost the same as Ft,
while the Fs is much smaller than them. The Fu is also negligible in comparison to the Fc. The FγBB(MM)FMBB lies
between Fc and Fs. Hence, in the form factor scheme of Eq. (5), the differences between the channels become clear:
The t-channel is effective much more than others. On the contrary, the form factor given in Eq. (3) suppresses all the
channels simultaneously as the photon energy increases. Thus, the s-channel contribution can dominate the process
near the threshold.
Finally, we may expect possible contributions from the nucleon, ∆ and hyperon resonances, which have been
excluded in the present work. For instance, Oh et al. [21] studied the Σ(1385) photoproduction in a similar method
to the present work, but with various resonance contributions, whose relevant coupling strengths to the Σ(1385) were
derived theoretically, the SU(3) relation being considered. From their analysis, it turned out that the resonance
contribution plays an important role for the region from the threshold to Eγ ≈ 2 GeV. If this is the case also for
the Λ∗ photoproduction, although they are different in the spin and parity, and information on the Λ∗ related to the
resonances is very poor in comparison to the Σ(1385), the present results can be altered to a large extent.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the present work, we have investigated the Λ(1405, 1/2−) ≡ Λ∗ photoproduction, employing the effective La-
grangian approach in the Born approximation. We took into account the minimal contributions, the s- and u-
channels, and the pseudoscalar K- and vector K∗-exchange contributions in the t-channel, without nucleon- and
hyperon-resonance contributions such that the analysis of the Λ(1405, 1/2−) photoproduction mechanism can be
easily achieved. All the necessary parameters were determined from the possible theoretical (the χ unitary model)
and experimental (the Λ(1520) photoproduction) results. The phenomenological electromagnetic and hadronic form
factors were introduced with the gauge invariance preserved.
Assuming the molecular-type K¯N bound state for the Λ∗ rather than the uds color-singlet one, we examined the
size effect of the Λ∗ by changing the cutoff mass for the electromagnetic form factor sitting on the γΛ∗Λ∗ interacting
vertex. Choosing this cutoff mass ΛEM ≈ 300 MeV, which may correspond to a larger spatial size of the Λ∗ and
is about a half of the other cutoff mass Λh ≈ 650 MeV, we observed that, depending on the choice of the K∗NΛ∗
coupling strength, the total cross section turns out to be 0.1 . σΛ∗ . 0.2µb near the threshold and decreases slowly
beyond Eγ ≈ 1.6 GeV, showing the s-channel dominance. The angular dependence shows a mild enhancement in the
forward direction due to the K-exchange in the t-channel. By the same reason, the photon-beam asymmetry resulted
in the electric-coupling dominance (negative photon-beam asymmetry) for all angle regions.
Concerning the size effect of the Λ∗, had we considered its larger size, the bump at Eγ ≈ 1.6 GeV shown in the total
cross section would have increased slightly and smoothly, because of the enhancement of the u-channel contribution
near the threshold. However, we note that the size effect is hard to be seen in all the physical observables computed
in the present work. Consequently, we note that the enhancement of the total cross section near the threshold, as
8reported by the LEPS experiment, can depend much on the different production mechanisms, as shown in Sec. III,
not on the novel internal structure of the Λ∗.
Finally, we discussed the theoretical ambiguities which can make effects on the present results given in Sec. III.
Among them, while the coupling strengths made little change the physical observables, it turned out that the form
factor schemes are of great significance in the present results. The contributions from higher resonances may play
also an important role in describing the mechanism of the Λ∗ photoproduction. The corresponding works are under
progress.
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